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Abstract: 

Language, time and ethnicity engender differences among human beings, but none 
of these are essential to humanity. The ‘humanity’ of individuals springs from their 
human nature (fiÔrah), which is shared by all human beings equally. This is the 
inner unitive element. It is ever-active and enduring, for it is not the result of 
human convention. The article argues that the elements of unity are essential to the 
human condition and are aplenty.  It enumerates these elements and elucidates the 
QurÁnic basis for them. 
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Sound Heart 

God, the Immaculate, thus describes to the Noble Prophet how one should comport 
oneself in a scholarly or religious circle:  

# sŒ Î) uρ x8u!% y` šÏ% ©!$# tβθãΖÏΒ÷σ ãƒ $uΖÏG≈ tƒ$ t↔ Î/ ö≅ à) sù íΝ≈ n=y™ öΝ ä3ø‹n=tæ 
When those who have faith in Our signs come to you, say, “Peace to You”.1 

The intermediate among those thus saluted by the Prophet simply hear his 
salutation, whereas the elite will hear God’s salutation through His Prophet.  Thus God 
salutes the prophets, His friends, and the faithful. 

God’s salutation is not verbal.  This salutation is, rather, an effusion unto the sound 
heart.  God’s word is His action; God’s salutation is His nurturing the sound 
heart.What is a sound heart?  It is the heart that has unified its cognitive (darkÐ) and 
emotive (taÎrÐkÐ) faculties.  An unsound heart, on the other hand, is that which has lost 
control of these faculties. 

One who fails to attain to inward unity will also fail in outward unity.  If 
imagination roams unrestrained, lust and anger perpetrate what they will, and base 
faculties subjugate the intellect (“How many an intellect that is a slave to unruly 
desire”2), one is lost in confused thoughts, and one so lost cannot be a member of a 
unified community.  One who fails to attain to unity is impotent: disorganized 
multiplicity is unprolific. 

In this light, a sound heart is a heart that has unified its desires, impulses, and 
cognitions.  And it is only after achieving this inward unity that one may legitimately 
advocate unity in the social sphere. 

                                                 
1 Qur’Án 6:54. 
2 Nahj al-BalÁghah, Sayings: 211. 
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The Possibility of Unity 

In spite of our various cognitive and emotive faculties, we are duty-bound to strive 
for unity and to prevent disunity.  That God has created us as a multiplicity but has 
ordered us to strive for unity and to shun disunity indicates that unity is attainable and 
disunity avoidable. 

But what must we do to be in harmony with one another and to form a unit?  As 
Muslims, there are many methods available to us for attaining to this end.  Islam warns 
us of the dangers of disunity and informs us of the advantages of unity, the factors 
conducive thereto, and the obstacles that hinder the achievement of unity. 

Islam teaches us that unity is not something that could be produced by such 
conventional means as economic and military treaties, which may one day be ratified 
and one day invalidated.  The consolidation that unity engenders is one which 
transcends agreements and contracts.  The unity to which God exhorts us is not 
contractual; it is, rather, a unity rooted in our very existence. 

Language, time, and ethnicity engender difference among human beings, but none of 
these are essential to humanity.  Humanity springs from human nature, which is shared 
by all human beings equally.  This is the inner unitive element.  It is ever-active and 
enduring, for it is not the result of human convention; it is God’s creation:  

4 Ÿω Ÿ≅ƒÏ‰ö7 s? È, ù=y⇐ Ï9 «!$# 

There is no altering God’s creation.3 

Human nature, which directs us from within, is unalterable:  

�Ï9≡ sŒ ÚÏe$! $# ÞΟ ÍhŠ s) ø9 $# 

that is the upright religion.4 

It is human nature that defines humanity, not the colour of skin, not conventions, 
not habits.  This inherent direction is so beautiful and effective that it remains 
unchanged; God leaves it unchanged, as it is the best constitution (95:4), and no other 
being is able to alter it.  Hence, There is no altering God’s creation.  All human beings 
possess this unitive nature, and the mission of God’s prophets has been to nurture it. 

The unity engendered by human nature is so profound that it extends beyond 
religious boundaries.  Islam teaches us that all human beings who submit to the 
guidance of a divine guide are our brothers, our equals, and our peers in faith. 

God, the Immaculate, says,  

$pκ š‰ r'̄≈ tƒ ã≅ ß™ ”�9 $# (#θè=ä. z ÏΒ ÏM≈ t6 Íh‹ ©Ü9 $# (#θè=uΗùå $# uρ $·sÎ=≈ |¹ ( ’ÎoΤ Î) $yϑÎ/ tβθè= yϑ÷ès? ×Λ Î=tæ   ¨βÎ) uρ 

ÿ Íν É‹≈ yδ óΟ ä3çF̈Βé& Zπ ¨Βé& Zο y‰Ïn≡ uρ O$tΡ r& uρ öΝ à6 š/ u‘ Èβθà) ¨?$$sù  

O apostles! Eat of the good things and act righteously. Indeed I know best what you do. 
Indeed this community of yours is one community, and I am your Lord, so be wary of Me.5 

                                                 
3 Qur’Án 30:30. 
4 Qur’Án 30:30. 
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This verse clarifies that all divine religions are on the same path.  But instead of 
heeding the inner guide—human nature—the believers of divine religions fragmented 
this cord of salvation, each grasping only a thin thread of it:  

(# þθãè©Ü s) tGsù Ο èδt�øΒ r& öΝ æηuΖ÷� t/ # \�ç/ ã—  

But they fragmented their religion among themselves.6 

This is contrary to God’s will; He furnished a single agent of salvation and thus 
commanded us:  

(#θßϑÅÁ tGôã $# uρ È≅ ö7 pt ¿2 «!$# $Yè‹ Ïϑy_ Ÿωuρ (#θè% §�xÿ s?( 

Hold fast, all together, to God’s cord, and do not be divided [into sects].7 

There are numerous hadiths that express that Islam and the Qur’Án constitute “God’s 
cord.”  One end of this cord is in the hands of God, and the other end is with us.  We 
must hold this cord with a firm grip and use it to ascend.  We must hold it all together, 
for otherwise we would be all holding it but in disunity.  God, the Immaculate, exhorts 
us to think together and to keep together.  This is the solution to many a theological, 
jurisprudential, and historical dispute, for the efforts of a circle worthy of God’s 
salutation8 are, without doubt, productive. 

Distinguishing Between Enemy and Enmity 

According to the Qur’Án, we are confronted by two enemies—internal and external.  
Our duty in respect to each is different.  In confronting the external enemy—the army 
of unfaith, hypocrisy, and arrogance—the only way is war and resistance; we must 
defeat the enemy and exhaust its every resource: 

ø (#θç/ Î�ôÑ$$sù s− öθsù É−$oΨ ôã F{ $# (#θç/ Î�ôÑ$# uρ öΝ åκ ÷] ÏΒ ¨≅ à2 5β$uΖt/  

So strike [the] necks [of the faithless] and strike each of their fingertips.9 

But what is our duty in dealing with those who pray toward the same qiblah, who 
believe in the same religion and scripture but with whom we disagree?  God, the 
Immaculate, tells us that in such a situation, we must strive to wipe out enmity not the 
enemy.  Infidels and hypocrites are our enemies, and so we must confront them harshly:   

Ó‰£ϑpt ’Χ ãΑθß™ §‘ «!$# 4 tÏ% ©!$# uρ ÿ… çµ yètΒ â!# £‰Ï© r& ’ n?tã Í‘$ ¤ÿ ä3ø9 $# 

Mu¦ammad, the Apostle of Allah, and those who are with him are hard against the 
faithless.10 

                                                                                                                                                 
5 Qur’Án 23:51-52. 
6 QurÁn 23:53. 
7 Qur’Án 3:103. 
8 As the author mentions above, those who engage in peaceful relations with other human beings are worthy of God’s salutation. [Tr.] 
9 Qur’Án 8:12. 
10 Qur’Án 48:29. 
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When dealing with monotheists and Muslims, however, we must seek to destroy 
enmity not the enemy. 

Ÿωuρ “Èθ tGó¡n@ èπ oΨ |¡pt ø:$# Ÿωuρ èπ y∞ ÍhŠ ¡¡9 $# 4 ôì sù÷Š $# ÉL©9 $$Î/ }‘ Ïδ ß |¡ômr& # sŒ Î* sù “Ï% ©!$# y7 uΖ÷� t/ 

… çµ uΖ÷� t/ uρ ×ο uρ≡ y‰tã … çµ ¯Ρr( x. ;’ Í<uρ ÒΟŠ Ïϑym   
 

Good and evil are not equal. Repel evil with what is best, for then he between whom and 
you was enmity, will be as though he were a sympathetic friend.11 

By erasing evil and enmity—not the evil-doer—we can make a friend out of a 
bloodthirsty enemy.  Of course, only a very few can materialize this ideal:  

$tΒuρ !$yγ9 ¤) n=ãƒ �ωÎ) tÏ% ©!$# (#ρç�y9|¹ $tΒuρ !$yγ8¤) n=ãƒ �ωÎ) ρèŒ >eáym 5ΟŠ Ïà tã  

But none is granted it except those who are patient, and none is granted it except the greatly 
endowed.12   

Nevertheless, if enmity is erased, unbiased dialogue can then solve many disputes, for 
only then can it bring home to us what is good.  And once we know what is good, we 
strive for it without hesitation. 

The Qur’Án and the Question of Good 

But what is good?  The Qur’Án has the answer to this question.  The Qur’Án tells us 
that it contains truths that are beyond human ken, and if it wasn’t for revelation, 
mankind would never comprehend them.  Fundamentally speaking, the task of God’s 
prophets is not merely to recite scripture to their people, to establish certain 
regulations, or to offer some superficial admonition.  If it were such, it could have been 
argued that human intellect could supersede divine revelation.  But the Qur’Án states,  

!$yϑx. $uΖù=y™ ö‘ r& öΝ à6‹ Ïù Zωθß™ u‘ öΝ à6Ζ ÏiΒ (#θè=÷Gtƒ öΝ ä3ø‹n=tæ $oΨ ÏG≈ tƒ# u öΝ à6Š Ïj. t“ ãƒ uρ 

ãΝ à6 ßϑÏk=yèãƒ uρ |=≈ tGÅ3ø9 $# sπ yϑò6 Ït ø:$# uρ Ν ä3ßϑÏk=yèãƒ uρ $̈Β öΝ s9 (#θçΡθä3 s? tβθßϑn=÷è s?   
As We sent to you an apostle from among yourselves, who recites to you Our signs, and 
purifies you, and teaches you the Book and wisdom, and teaches you what you could not 

have known.13 

It says “what you could not have known,” not “what you did not know.”  That is, the 
apostle teaches human beings what they cannot learn on their own, what defies 
technology and natural science. 

Now let us see what the Qur’Án teaches us.  The Qur’Án explains that human good 
lies beyond this material world, beyond worldly positions and wealth.  To restrict one’s 

                                                 
11 Qur’Án 41:34. 
12 Qur’Án 41:35. 
13 Qur’Án 2:151. 
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purview to these worldly matters is to sell one’s soul in return for nothing.  Those 
content with this world will have only this world. 

There is a beautiful analogy in Surahs YÙnus and ÍadÐd regarding the state of this 
world.  The Qur’Án likens this world to a lush garden in spring that receives abundant 
rainfall.  This wonderful state, however, is short-lived; autumn arrives and withers the 
plants and scatters the flowers.  This is the reality of the material world. 

Of course, the blessings of this world are divine signs.  Rivers, plants, seasons: these 
do not constitute the base world.  It is our desires that are base, not what exists in the 
real world, to which God refers as His signs.  It is the shattering of our dreams and 
desires that God thus depicts: 

yxt7 ô¹r'sù $Vϑ‹Ï±yδ çνρâ‘ õ‹s? ßx≈ tƒ Ìh�9 $# 

Then it becomes chaff, scattered by the wind.14 

Ν èO ßk‹ Íκ u‰ çµ1 u�tIsù # v�xÿ óÁãΒ §Ν èO ãβθä3tƒ $Vϑ≈ sÜ ãm 

then it withers and you see it turn yellow, then it becomes chaff.15 

 
The end of the base world is like chaff, scattered by the wind.  
But what about the end of those content with the base world?  The Qur’Án says that 

their end is similar to the end of the base world:  

öΝ ßγ n=yèpg mú 7#óÁyè x. ¥Αθà2ù'̈Β 

thus making them like chewed-up straw.16 

Regarding the calamitous end of the people of ThamÙd, the Qur’Án says,  

!$̄ΡÎ) $uΖù=y™ ö‘ r& öΝ Íκ ö� n=tã Zπ ysø‹|¹ Zο y‰Ïn≡ uρ (#θçΡ% s3sù ÉΟ‹ Ï±yγ x. Ì�Ïà tGósçR ùQ $#  

We sent against them a single cry, and they became like the dry sticks of a corral builder.17 

They enjoy the pleasures of this world, which is its spring, only to be separated by 
death from what they cherished.  The end of the base world and its admirers is turning 
into chaff.  The end of the base world and its admirers is one and the same, for they are 
in essence one thing. 

Those content with the base world are perpetually in conflict; they vacillate for trivial 
reasons: “followers of every caller, bending with every wind.”18  They quarrel as long as 
they are in this world, and when they enter Hell, they continue their quarrel: 

t $yϑ̄=ä. ôM n=yz yŠ ×π̈Βé& ôM uΖyè©9 $pκ tJ÷zé& 

                                                 
14 Qur’Án 18:45. 
15 Qur’Án 57:20. 
16 Qur’Án 105:5. 
17 Qur’Án 54:31. 
18 Nahj al-BalÁghah, Sayings: 147. 
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Every time that a nation enters [Hell], it will curse its sister [nation].19 

But those who succeed in attaining to inner unity—by bringing all their faculties 
under the guidance of the soul—and who live in a unified Islamic state lead a heavenly 
life.  Even as those residing in heaven hold no grudges against one another, there are no 
conflicts among true believers in this world. 

Describing people in heaven, God says,  

$oΨ ôãt“ tΡuρ $tΒ ’Îû Ν ÏδÍ‘ρß‰ß¹ ô ÏiΒ @e≅ Ïî $ºΡ≡ uθ÷zÎ) 4’ n?tã 9‘ ã�ß™ t, Î#Î7≈ s) tG•Β  

We will remove whatever rancour there is in their breasts; as brothers, [they will recline] on 
couches, facing one another.20 

People in heaven harbour no rancour in their hearts.  Residents of heaven see one 
another at all times.  It is not that they see one another only while reclining on couches; 
rather, they are always together.  This is the spirit of those residing in heaven. 

True believers ask God to give them this spirit in this world:  

šχθä9θà) tƒ $uΖ−/ u‘ ö�Ïÿ øî $# $oΨ s9 $oΨ ÏΡ≡ uθ÷z\}uρ šÏ% ©!$# $tΡθà) t7 y™ Ç≈ yϑƒ M}$$Î/ Ÿωuρ ö≅ yèøg rB ’ Îû 

$uΖÎ/θè=è% yξÏî tÏ% ©#Ïj9 (#θãΖtΒ# u 

[They] say, “Our Lord, forgive us and our brethren who were our forerunners in faith, and 
do not put any rancour in our hearts toward the faithful.21 

Not only do true believers wish to remove rancour from their own hearts, they wish 
to see all conflicts among believers disappear. 

Elements of Unity 

On the outside, we are confronted by imperialist powers; on the inside, by our 
rebellious ego.  So by what ways can we secure the unity of the world of Islam?  What are 
the obstacles?  These are questions we must clarify. 

We must bear in mind that from disbelievers, we will receive no gain.  More 
fundamentally, unity is not a quality that the material world could cultivate.  Only 
God, the creator of hearts, holds the keys to rapport.  Addressing his Noble Prophet, 
God says,  

öθs9 |M ø) xÿΡr& $tΒ ’ Îû ÇÚ ö‘ F{ $# $YèŠ ÏΗsd !$̈Β |M øÿ ©9 r& š÷t/ óΟ Îγ Î/θè=è% £ Å6≈ s9 uρ ©!$# y#©9 r& 

öΝ æηuΖ÷� t/ 

Had you spent all that is in the earth you could not have united their hearts, but God united 
them together.22 

                                                 
19 Qur’Án 7:38. 
20 Qur’Án 15:47. 
21 Qur’Án 59:10. 
22 Qur’Án 8:63. 
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Materiality is unable to bring hearts together; materiality is incompatible with the 
soul.  Should the authorities of the Islamic Republic of Iran convert the entire Alborz 
Mountains to gem and distribute it among the people in order to please and unify 
them, that would only be the beginning of conflict.   Material resources can never serve 
as a unifying element. 

In an Islamic state, injustice to our private rights is sufferable.  We must, however, 
prevent at all costs any harm to the state itself.  In a letter addressed to AbÙ MÙsÁ, the 
Master of the Faithful writes, “There is not a man—heed this—more anxious to 
preserve the integrity and union of the community of MuÎammad (may God’s peace 
and blessings be upon him and his household) than I.”23  ImÁm ÝAlÐ asserted the 
truth—that his rights had been violated—with reasoning but was, nevertheless, careful 
to prevent faction within the community of Muslims.   

(# þθãè©Ü s) tGsù Ο èδt�øΒ r& öΝ æηuΖ÷� t/ # \�ç/ ã— ( ‘≅ä. ¥>÷“ Ïm $yϑÎ/ öΝ Íκ ö‰ y‰s9 tβθãmÌ�sù   
But they fragmented their religion among themselves, each party exulting in what it had.24 

ImÁm ÝAlÐ strove to prevent such a conclusion. 
“Verily, you are brothers in faith.  Nothing can separate you but the wickedness of 

your intentions and the evil of your hearts.”25  For identifying the cause of disunity, we 
must introspect, and on introspection we will realize that the cause of disunity is our 
evil-naturedness, which consumes our hearts: 

â‘$ tΡ٠٠٠ ÉL©9 $# ßì Î=©Ü s? ’ n?tã Íο y‰Ï↔ øùF{ $#  
the fire…which overspreads the hearts.26 

Our religion is one; our book is one; our qiblah is one; our prophet is one; the 
heaven and hell we strive for are the same.  So it is our inner evil that instigates conflict 
and splits the community of the faithful into factions.  We must reform ourselves in 
order to bring about unity: neither submission to the West nor invoking the East could 
unite us.  (And most certainly it would be useless to work with a regime that slaughters 
several hundred Îajj pilgrims without second thoughts.)  It is only through heeding the 
directions of Islam that we can secure unity. 

ImÁm ÝAlÐ says, “Beware of subjecting God’s religion to vagaries.  Indeed unity in 
regard to a just cause you dislike is better than disunity in an unjust cause you like.”27  
Obviously for group work to succeed, one must humble oneself.  This may be 
unpleasant, but it is necessary.  Coming together in a group may be disagreeable, but its 
collective reward is worthwhile. 

“Conform to the great majority, for indeed God’s hand is with the community.”28  
“Great majority” doesn’t mean merely a big city; it, rather, refers to manifestations of 
brotherhood in the Islamic community, such as the elections.29  We must adhere to the 

                                                 
23 Nahj al-BalÁghah, Letters: 78. 
24 Qur’Án 23:53. 
25 Nahj al-BalÁghah, Sermons: 113. 
26 Qur’Án 104:6-7. 
27 Nahj al-BalÁghah, Sermons: 176. 
28 Nahj al-BalÁghah, Sermons: 127. 
29 Please note that this example holds only where the government is Islamic.  The author makes this statement with a reference to the 

Islamic Republic of Iran. [Tr.] 
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Islamic community, “for indeed God’s hand is with the community.”  Just as the sheep 
that stray away from the flock are prey to wolves, so those who distance themselves from 
the community of Muslims for preserving their status are prey to satanic deceptions.30  
It is folly to think that solitary action could produce any good: “Verily God 
(immaculate is He) does not grant any good to anyone, from nations past or nations to 
come, through disunity.”31 

ImÁm ÝAlÐ informs us of this truth not as a historian who has studied the annals of 
history but as God’s viceroy with knowledge of Divine Norms.  He tells us that this 
truth holds not only for nations past but also for nations that are yet to come.  “God 
does not grant any good” means that He has ordained it such that a disunited nation 
should not receive any good.  If we desire to secure any good, even personal good, we 
have no choice other than unity. 

And it is no excuse to claim that elements of unity are lacking.  Elements of unity are 
aplenty.  Elements of unity are essential, whereas those of disunity are accidental.  The 
principle that preserves the individual and the society alike exists within us, and it is so 
firm that it withstands any attempt at bending it.  It is neither alterable nor bendable. 

In describing the “upright” book (the Qur’Án), God says,  

ßóΟ s9 uρ ≅ yèøg s† … ã&©! 2% ỳ uθÏã  
[He] did not let any crookedness be in it.32 

Only a book thus “upright” can serve to guide mankind to the right path.  The 
human being’s spiritual nature (fiÔrah) is likewise upright and a source of guidance.  As 
such, these two are unalterable elements of unity.  So where conflict in words and deeds 
arises, we should know that it is in violation of our spiritual nature and on account of 
our evil intentions.33 

We should recognize that we reside in the Islamic Republic as guests.  Our hosts are 
those pure souls who sacrificed themselves to safeguard this nation from the assaults of 
the West and the East.  Bearing this in mind, we must strive to purge our evil intentions 
and purify our soul so as to pave the way for unity. 

(Before the Islamic Revolution in Iran, we had difficulty understanding a good 
number of Qur’Ánic verses and hadiths.  This revolution, however, served as a practical 
interpretation of these instances.  One such instance is this saying by ImÁm ÝAlÐ: “One 
who is pleased with the action of a people is as if though he shared in it with them.”34  
After the Islamic Revolution succeeded, we encountered situations where two qualified 
individuals were candidates for a position.  The position would be granted to one of the 
two.  If the other whom was denied the position was pleased with the first’s office and 
activities, he would share in with the spiritual rewards that the first official would 
procure by fulfilling the needs of the people.  And this would naturally produce a 
harmonious environment.  If, however, he protested the appointment of the first on 
account of evil and selfish intentions, he would be instigating conflict.) 

                                                 
30 Nahj al-BalÁghah, Sermons: 127. 
31 Nahj al-BalÁghah, Sermons: 176. 
32 Qur’Án 18:1. 
33 See Nahj al-BalÁghah, Sermons: 113. 
34 Nahj al-BalÁghah, Sayings: 154. 
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By traversing this inner path of unity, we will succeed in resolving many a 
theological and jurisprudential problem.  There are naturally certain differences among 
various groups.  The Asharites (ashÁ‘irah) have differences among themselves, and so do 
the Mutazilites (mu‘tazilah) and the Adliites (‘adlÐyyah).  Just as there are external 
differences that define the boundaries of a group, so there are also internal differences 
within a group.  But such differences are a potential source of blessing.  (Although, it 
should be pointed out that the laudable difference is that which is prior to 
knowledge.)35 

These differences are like the imbalance between the two trays of a balance, both of 
which work together to yield just apportionment.  When the weight of a weighed item 
differs from that of the weights, the two trays do not meet; one is higher and the other 
lower; they disagree but the purpose of each one is right and towards the establishment 
of a balance.  Thus disparity before the final levelling out is sacred. The differences that 
God—immaculate is He—has imbedded in human nature are of this sort.  Such 
differences are inevitable. 

But it is those differences that remain after one gains knowledge that are nothing but 
the fruits of egotism: 

$tΒuρ y#n=tG÷z$# ÏµŠ Ïù �ωÎ) tÏ% ©!$# çνθè?ρé& . ÏΒ Ï‰÷èt/ $tΒ ÞΟ ßγ ø?u!% ỳ àM≈ oΨÉi� t6 ø9 $# $JŠ øót/ óΟ ßγ oΨ ÷� t/ 

and none differed in [the Book] except those who had been given it, after the manifest 
proofs had come to them, out of a desire to violate [the rights of] one another.36 

$yϑsù (# þθàÿ n=tG÷z$# �ωÎ) . ÏΒ Ï‰÷èt/ $tΒ ãΝ èδu!% ỳ ÞΟ ù=Ïèø9 $# $JŠ øó t/ óΟ ßγ oΨ ÷� t/ 

But they did not differ except after knowledge had come to them, out of a desire to violate 
[the rights of] one another.37 

 
God warns us that this desire to violate the rights of others harms, first and 

foremost, ourselves:  

$pκ š‰ r'̄≈ tƒ â¨$ ¨Ζ9 $# $yϑ̄ΡÎ) öΝ ä3ãŠ øót/ #’ n?tã Ν ä3Å¡àÿΡr&  
O mankind! Your violations are only to your own detriment.38 

We beseech God that He purify our soul and restore it to its pristine state and grant 
us a firm faith: with a pure soul and a firm faith, we can achieve unity in all spheres.  
 

The article above was first published in Al-Taqrib: A Journal of Islamic Unity, 
Vol. 2, Number 3, Winter 2008, by The World Forum for the Proximity of 
Islamic Schools of Thought, with the permission and under the supervision of 
the Office of Ayatullah Jawadi Amuli and Isra Press, Qum, Iran. Please 
forward all inquiries to altaqrib@gmail.com.  

                                                 
35 That is, differences that encourage debate and thus enlighten us are laudable.  Those differences, however, that rise from acrimony and 

bigotry can only produce contention. [Tr.] 
36 Qur’Án 2:213. 
37 Qur’Án 45:17. 
38 Qur’Án 10:23. 


